
Super Premium Dog Wet Food

Complete food for adult dogs

High meat content (68%)

7 varieties (4 pure varieties, 3 menus)

100% climate-neutral production

100% transparency: All raw ingredients and  
analytical constituents are listed

MEAT LOVERS MENU ODER PURE  

Take a look at what‘s inside

Josera petfood GmbH & Co. KG • Industriegebiet Süd • 63924 D-Kleinheubach 
Tel.:  +49 9371 940-120 • Mail: export-petfood@josera.de • www.josera.com

Mouth-watering:  
Josera dry food and snacks

Your hotline for information, questions  
and tips for your four-legged friend:

+49 9371 940-120
Give us a call, we‘ll be happy to help!

DISCOVER THE WHOLE RANGE NOW.www.josera-dog.com
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MEAT
are made of this!



DUCK with     
Pumpkin

BEEF with     
POTATO

chicken with     
carrot Chicken Beef LAMb Turkey

MEAT DREAMS ARE MADE OF …  

Meat Lovers Menu
MEAT DREAMS ARE MADE OF …  

Meat Lovers Pure
The Meat Lovers Menu only contains what it says on the label: Four-legged meat lovers can look forward to juicy 
morsels of duck, chicken, beef, pork and lamb! And plenty of it too. Tasty gravy and delicious vegetables add the 
perfect touch to the doggie menu.
We make no secret of the fact that we deliberately avoid adding sugar, colourings, flavourings and preservatives. 
This leaves more room for the meat in the can.

When we say our super tasty Meat Lovers Pure recipes are transparent, we naturally don‘t mean that the tins are  
see-through. They could easily be, though, because we don‘t hide anything: each can contains an extra portion  
of meat, from beef, chicken, turkey or lamb.
On top of that, it comes with a juicy gravy and important minerals, to make the pure meat indulgence simply perfect.

WANT TO KNOW EXACTLY WHAT‘S INSIDE? 
Then simply  scan the code!

100 % TRANSPARENCY – JOSERA TAKES THE LEAD!  

So, Meat Lovers
Juicy dog dreams come true with Josera Meat Lovers. 
We vouch for this not only with our name, but also with 
every single high-quality ingredient. 

We support a declaration promising 100% transparency. 
Each can of Meat Lovers contains exactly what the label 
says: lots and lots of meat, added ingredients for different 
breeds and a recipe tailored to meet your pet´s nutritional 
needs.

Why do we take it so seriously? Because our aim is  
to offer every four-legged meat lover just exactly what  
they deserve: 
100% transparency, 100% delicious wet food. In order  
to ensure that we stand out from others, we leave as  
little mystery about the ingredients in our recipes. 


